Classics
Stones
Luxury Vinyl Tiles

UltraCore
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Stones
Beautiful natural character
in a low maintenance floor
Our Stones Collection combines the elegant
appearance of crafted natural stone tiles with modern
materials for an easy-care floor that lasts a lifetime.

UltraCore

Stones
Bring a sophisticated natural edge to any
room when you choose from our Stones
Collection. Each gently textured tile fits
beautifully into the unique shape of your
space to emulate a stunningly authentic
stone surface.

Our Stones Collection is created using low
maintenance but strikingly finished modern
materials that offer huge versatility. Explore
exciting fitting patterns and enhance the
look with the addition of grout effect strips
to showcase each individual tile.
If you desire that feeling of real solidity
underfoot in a warmer, non absorbent
and easy to clean surface, then it’s time
to adventure into our Stones Collection.

UltraCore

Discover

Stones
Our Stones Collection is a range of natural effect luxury vinyl tiles.
It’s a robust, water resistant, glue-down flooring that can be fitted in
almost any environment.
Made from easy-to-maintain contemporary materials, each design is
produced in a wonderfully proportioned rectangular tile to enhance
the authentic appeal and offer versatility with fitting styles. Natural
tones and fine pattern detail bring every tile to life and remain
stunning day in, day out.

UltraCore

Stain
Resistant

Water
Resistant
Underfloor
Heating
Compatible
Hygienic
Surface

Easycare
Surface

The superb features of Stones include

A handpicked range of eye-catching stone designs

Adaptable tile options to suit your interior layout design
Gently textured surfaces for tactile realism
Elegant subtle matt finish

Low
Maintenance
Realistic
Emboss
Surface

Easy clean and low maintenance surface
Water and stain resistant

Lifetime
Guarantee*

Suitable for use over underfloor heating systems
Lifetime guarantee*

Dorset

St

*Subject to T&Cs
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Explore

Stones
Stones is engineered
to combine extreme
resilience with authentic
natural looks. There’s no
compromise between
performance and style.

UltraCore
Stones works for the whole
family from children to pets,
it’s durable yet takes minimal
effort to maintain. Indulge in
wonderful designs that are all
created for modern living.

Add natural character to
any space with a Brampton
Chase Luxury Vinyl Floor.
Every collection is made
from contemporary materials
and finished with a premium
surface design.

Stones Collection has a highly
durable wear layer and is robust
enough for home, office and
light commercial spaces.

Stones

Stones is as versatile as you
need it to be, being both
moisture and heat resistant
it can be fitted in just about
any interior space and over
underfloor heating systems.

Stones has a gently textured
surface created to look authentic
and withstand the demands of
everyday life - whilst being very
quiet, gentle and comfortable
underfoot.

UltraCore
Stones protective UV surface
coating prevents dust or dirt
from being embedded and
makes it very resistant to stains.
Grout effect strips are a great
way of adding a realistic finish
in a hassle free way.

Perfect in any space
Kitchen

Lounge

Bedroom

Conservatory

Dining

Office

Bathroom

Commercial
& Work spaces

Classics

Classics

Stones

Stones

The adventure begins
With designs inspired from around the world.

UltraCore

Limestone with Cream Grout

UltraCore
Step this way

Cotswold
A light and delicate classic tile.
Our Cotswold finish brings the welcome warmth of a
summer’s morning into your home. Gentle browns and
beige blend together in a design inspired from traditional
homely settings. Match with bold colours or a gentle
palette, this design can compliment a host of styles.
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Order your free sample

Canyon
Exciting warm colours make a real impact.
Our Canyon finish features a broad array of rugged warm colours
in every tile. This is one our darkest shades in the collection and is
inspired by truly dramatic landscapes. A strong statement for any
floor, it works superbly in large spaces with rich colour themes.

Canyon with a cream

Order your free sample

grout strip single line

border.

Henge
Strong, solid and mightily impressive.
Our Henge finish is the darkest design in our collection and
creates a feeling of complete solidity. Deep greys mix with lighter
cool tones to create this bluestone inspired wonder. A heritage
stone tile that’s at home alongside an array of interior styles.

Henge with grey grout strips adds real definition.

Order your free sample

Limestone
Fresh tones with wonderful natural pattern.
Our Limestone finish brings an air of calm to any room with
stunning gentle flowing patterns. This understated tile is inspired
by wonderful tranquil settings and it’s neutral tones offer great
versatility. Build a welcoming space at home that you can enjoy
for years to come.
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Dorset
A simple and impressively elegant tile.
Our Dorset finish mixes dark greys with subtle warmer tones
amongst delicate swirling pattern. Delight in a touch of chic
style inspired by a blend of Portland stone and coastline charm.
Develop your perfect interior around this wonderful stone design.

Dorset with cool grout stri

ps and border line.

Order your free sample

Santorini
Cool elegance with an Aegean touch.
Our Santorini finish is a clean and calm design with warm sandy
hues over a whitewashed base. Subtle surface texture adds to the
graceful island inspired tile. Refresh any room with the light touch
of this adaptable stone design.

strips
own grout effect
Santorini with br

Order your free sample
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adds a bold twist

Designs

Style your floor

Tile Size
304.8 x 457.2mm

Tailor your Brampton Chase flooring with exciting fitting
patterns. Any of our designs can be installed in an array of styles.

Cotswold

Brampton Chase Stones is an extremely versatile product. It can be installed in any room and also laid
in many bespoke design patterns. Add greater impact by using angles or bring extra realism by using grout effect
strips within your design.
There’s a few layout inspirations displayed here, simply speak with your local retailer
for further details on what can be achieved with your flooring.

Canyon

Cool

Henge
Grey

Limestone

Try Random Pattern.
Fitted straight, angled or with border edge.

Brown

Or Classic Brick Bond Design.
Fitted on the width, length or with border edge.
Add grout effect strips to any design for extra impact.

Dorset

Santorini

Grout strips are
effective and versatile,
you can match any
strip to your chosen
Stones design to create
your ideal finish.
Ask your local retailer
for further details.

Graphite

Cream

Stones in fine detail
Stones
Brampton’s protective UV surface coating
is applied to every tile for added protection
and a subtle matt finish.

UltraCore

Nature in High Definition,
this superior photographic
layer adds the natural
stone design to the
tile. Controlled colour,
accurate, consistent
and stunning.

Advanced durability with a clear PU
wear layer, which protects the floor’s
design and adds the realistic subtle
textured effect.

UltraCore

The Core layer
which brings
balance, flexibility
and stability to
every tile.

Stones

Stones

Floor Type

Dryback LVT

Installation

Stickdown

Thickness

2mm

Wear Layer

0.3mm

Bevel

No

Plank Size

304.8 x 457.2mm

Pack Coverage

3.34m2

Tiles per pack

24

Notified Body

0766

Slip Resistance

Class DS

Reaction to Fire

Class Bfl-s1

Guarantee*

Residential Lifetime / Commercial 10 Years

Use

Heavy Domestic, Moderate Commercial

Underfloor Heating

Suitable for all types, 27°C Max

UltraCore

Stain
Resistant

Water
Resistant

UltraCore

Grout effect strips available
Essential strength and grip
through a support layer
designed to provide a strong
foundation and maximum
grip on installation.

*Subject to terms and conditions. For further information and guides please visit www.bramptonchase.co.uk

Underfloor
Heating
Compatible
Hygienic
Surface

Easycare
Surface

Low
Maintenance
Realistic
Emboss
Surface
Lifetime
Guarantee*
*Subject to T&Cs

Registered
Emboss
Surface

Registered
Emboss
Surface

Lifetime
bramptonchase.co.uk
Guarantee*

5G

XL

Secure
5G Click

You’re fully protected with Brampton Chase.
Lifetime
Guarantee*
Simply register your warranty online.

5G

Secure
5G Click

Built-in
Acoustic
Underlay

Built-in
Acoustic
Underlay

Phthalate
Free

Phthalate
Free

Extra Large
Planks

Fast-fit
Flooring

Find your local approved
Brampton Chase retailer.
Or browse and order
free samples.

XL

Extra Large
Planks

Fast-fit
Flooring

